KUNMING CHANGSHUI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT HONORED WITH IALD AWARD OF MERIT
LIGHTING DESIGN BY SHANGHAI GRANDAR LIGHT ART & TECHNOLOGY CO

PHILADELPHIA, PA USA, 24 APRIL 2013 | Ten award winners representing architectural lighting design projects from nine countries—the most diverse group of projects in recent memory—comprise the winners of the 30th Annual International Association of Lighting Designers (IALD) International Lighting Design Awards, recognized at a presentation held 24 April at the Crystal Tea Room in Philadelphia, PA USA. Of the ten projects recognized, one entry earned a Special Citation, six earned Awards of Merit and three earned Awards of Excellence.

Completed in 2012, The Kunming Changshui International Airport reflects the traditional architectural heritage of the Yunnan Province, featuring a gold hovering phoenix-like roof and winding ribbon-like structure.

“The sheer scale of this design along with the enormous task of coordinating tens of thousands of lighting zones creates a spectacular show for travelers arriving at this airport,” one judge praised of the design.

To generate the gold color of the roof, 2,196 well-hidden customized washing lights in amber and white LEDs in a ratio of 3:2 are applied and positioned properly in different angles. Each light is dimmable and auto-addressed from the control server. Glare is well controlled so that visitors will not notice where the light on the roof structure comes from.

The International Association of Lighting Designers (IALD), established in 1969, is an international organization supporting a network of 800 lighting design professionals who satisfy its rigorous qualification process. Its members are distinguished by a unique blend of aesthetic and technical expertise, and operate at the highest level of integrity to create a better world through leadership and excellence in lighting design; to cultivate the universal acknowledgement and appreciation of the Power of Light in human life.
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